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In this paper, we give the representations of Fredholm and semi-Fredholm
spectra of multi-Toeplitz operators with symbols in H` q C, and prove that, for
`  .  .  .w , . . . , w g H q C n G 2 , if T , . . . , T is Fredholm, then ind T , . . . , T1 n w w w w1 n 1 n
s 0, in contrast with the case of one operator. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is important to represent the spectra and Fredholm spectra of
Toeplitz operators. On Hardy space in one complex variable, the following
results are well known:
` .  .  .1 If w g H T , then s T s w D , where T denotes the unit .Ãw
circle in complex plane C, D is the unit disk, and w is the harmonicÃ
extension of w.
` .  .  .  . < < <2 If w g H T q C T , then s T s F w z d - z - 1 4 .Ãe w d ) 0
 w x .see 1 for the details as well as the definition of a Toeplitz operator .
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w xIn 2 , R. E. Curto and L. Fialkow computed joint spectra for n-tuples
` .with symbols in H T , in fact, they proved that
S T , . . . , T s R w , . . . , w D , .Ã Ã . .p w w 1 n1 n
` .  . .   .  .. < 4where w g H T , R w , . . . , w D s w z , . . . , w z z g D .Ã Ã Ã Ãi 1 n 1 n
` .  .  .When w , . . . , w g H T q C T , we know that T , . . . , T is an1 n w w1 nw xalmost commuting tuple, so similarly to Curto's method in 3 , we can
 .define the joint Fredholm spectrum of T , . . . , T , i.e.,w w1 n
Ã Ã 2 2S T , . . . , T s S T , . . . , T , L H rK H , ) .  .  . .  /p w w p w w /e 1 n 1 n
2 2 Ã .  .where L H rK H is the Calkin algebra, T is the image of T inw wi i
 2 .  2 .  2 .  2 .  2 .L H rK H under the classical map p : L H ª L H rK H . For
` .  .  .w g H T q C T i s 1, . . . , n , we can also define the joint Fredholmi
spectrum by use of an operator matrix in the following way
T Tw w1 2ÃT , T s , . . . , . U Uw w1 2 yT T /w w2 1
Ã Ã ÃT , . . . , T s T , . . . , T , diag T , .  .  . /w w w w w1 n 1 ny1 n
Ã .where T , . . . , T is usually called the Curto operator. As usual,w w1 n Ã .  .T , . . . , T is said to be a Fredholm tuple iff T , . . . , T is a Fredholmw w w w1 n 1 n
 .operator, thus the Fredholm spectrum of T , . . . , T can be defined asw w1 n
n ÃS T , . . . , T s l s l , . . . , l g C N T y l , . . . , T y l . .  .p w w 1 n w 1 w ne 1 n 1 n
is not Fredholm . )) .5
w x  .  .By the result of Curto 3 , we know that ) and )) define the same set.
 . w xFor a commuting operator tuple T s T , . . . , T , Curto 4 defined T to1 n
 . n U  n Ube left invertible resp. right invertible iff  T T is invertible  T Tis1 i i is1 i i
. is invertible ; similarly, we can define the left-Fredholm resp. right-Fred-
.  .holm spectrum of T , . . . , T asw w1 n
S T , . . . , T s l s l , . . . , l . .P w w 1 nl e 1 n 
n
Ung C T y l T y l is not Fredholm ))) . .  . w i w ii i 5
is1
  .   . n n  .resp. S T , . . . , T s l s l , . . . , l g C N  T y l T yP w w 1 n is1 w i wr e 1 n i i
.U 4.l is not Fredholm .i
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The purpose of this paper is to characterize the Fredholm and left
 . `right Fredholm spectra of a Teoplitz tuple with symbol in H q C. In
what follows we always denote the unit circle by T, the unit disk by D, the
P  .  .classical Hardy spaces by H T 1 F p F ` , and the p-power integrable
function spaces with respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure on T by
P  .  . ` .L T 1 F p - ` . Also L T is the space of essentially bounded func-
 .tions, and C T is the algebra of continuous functions. In view of the
inductive definition of the n operator for n-tuples, we prove most of the
results only for the case n s 2, leaving out the straightforward details
concerning the case n ) 2 to the interested reader.
In addition, we are grateful to the reviewer for invaluable suggestions.
In particular, he indicates that some of the results in the next section are
direct consequences of an axiomatic approach to joint spectra presented in
w xR. E. Curto 5 ; hence, in Section 2, we only state the results and omit the
details of some of the proofs.
2. JOINT FREDHOLM AND SEMI-FREDHOLM SPECTRA
` .  .THEOREM 1. Suppose w , . . . , w g H T q C T , then1 n
< < <S T , . . . , T s w z , . . . , w z d - z - 1 . 4 .  . .Ã Ã . FP w w 1 ne 1 n
d)0
Proof. It is also an easy consequence of the corona theorem and
w xProposition 6.36 in 1 .
` .DEFINITION. Suppose w , . . . , w g L T . The joint essential range of1 n
 .w , . . . , w is the set1 n
n
2n < <R w , . . . , w s l s l , . . . , l g C u z g T w z y l - « .  .  .1 n 1 n i i 5
is1
) 0, ;« ) 0 ,5
where u is the normalized Lebesgue measure on T.
` .  .THEOREM 2. Suppose w , . . . , w g H T q C T , then1 n
S T , . . . , T s R w , . . . , w . . .P w w 1 nl e 1 n
 .  .Proof. First we show that S T , . . . , T ; R w , . . . , w . WithoutP w w 1 nl e 1 n
2n . < <loss of generality, assume 0 g R w , . . . , w , i.e.,  w is lower1 n is1 i
bounded, if n TUT isn't Fredholm, then there is a non-compact se-is1 w wi i
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 4 2 . 5 5 5 n U . 5  .quence f ; H T , f s 1, such that  T T f ª 0 k ª ` ,k k is1 w w ki i
 4therefore, we can choose a subsequence, still denoted by f , such thatkw Un6 5 5  .f f , while f y f ªR , and hence  T T f s 0. It is easy to seek k is1 w wi in U ` .  .n 2that  T T y T is a compact operator since w g H T q C T ,is1 w w  < w < ii i is1 i
5 n U . .5  .n 2so  T T y T f y f ª 0 k ª ` , thusis1 w w  < w < ki i is1 i





nF T T y T f y f . w w ki i 2 0< <wis1 i
is1
n




2 2< < < <nT f y f , f y f s w f y f du ª 0. .  .  .Hk k i k ;  /2 T< <w is1i
is1
n < < 2Since  w is bounded below, i.e., there is a « ) 0 such thatis1 i
n
2< <w ) « a.e. , . i
is1
n
2 2< < < <w f y f duH i k /T is1
< < 2 5 5 2G « f y f du s « f y f .H k k
T
5 5  n < < 2 . < < 2This implies that f y f ª 0 since H  w f y f du ª 0. This ink T is1 i k
 4 n Uturn contradicts the assumption on f , hence  T T is a Fredholmk is1 w wi i
 .  .operator, i.e., 0 g S T , . . . , T . Consequently, S T , . . . , T ;P w w P w wl e 1 n l e 1 n
 .R w , . . . , w .1 n
Un .To prove the converse, suppose 0 g S T , . . . , T , i.e.,  T T isP w w is1 w wl e 1 n i i
Fredholm, note that n TUT y n T 2 is compact, so the operatoris1 w w is1 < w <i i i
 n U . n Un 2 n 2T s T y  T T q  T T is also Fredholm, i.e., 0 < w <  < w < is1 w w is1 w wis1 i is1 i i i i i
2 2n n .  < < .  .  < < .n 2 n 2g s T . Since R  w ; s T , 0 g R  w , i.e.,e  < w < is1 i e  < w < is1 iis1 i is1 i
n < < 2  .  . w is bounded below. Furthermore R w , . . . , w ; S T , . . . , T .is1 i 1 n P w wl e i n
This completes the proof.
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Remarks.
 . n  .i Let B denote the unit ball of C n ) 1 , S its Shilov boundary, s
p .the rotation invariant positive Borel measure on S, H S the Hardy space
 . p .on S, C S the space of continuous functions, and L S the space of
p  . w xp-power integrable functions with respect to s . For w g L p ) 1 , P w
denotes the invariant Poisson integral of w. Similar to the proof of
Theorem 2, we have
S T , . . . , T s R w , . . . , w , . .P w w 1 ml e 1 m
` .  . ` .  .where w , . . . , w g H S q C S , in particular, for w g H S q C S ,1 m
 .  .we have s T s R w . From this conclusion, we can get some interest-l e w
ing corollaries
 .  .  .  .  .1 Suppose w g C S , then s T s s T s w S .l e w e w
 . ` .2 There is no non-constant continuous inner function in H S .
` .  .  .  < < < 4w x3 If w g H S q C S , then F P w z d - z - 1 y .d ) 0
 .R w is empty or is locally connected. To prove the conclusion, since
 .  .  .  < < < 4  w x.w xs T s R w and s T s F P w z d - z - 1 cf. 8 , we .l e w e w d ) 0
 .  .need only prove that s T y s T is empty or locally connected. Ine w l e w
w xfact, by Theorem 2.23 and Theorem 5.17 of Chapter IV in Kato 9 , for any
 2 .  .  .  .T g L H , if l g s T y s T , then ind l y T s y`, and there is ae l e
 2 . 5 5  . d ) 0 such that when A g L H , A - d , ind l y T q A s ind l y
. < <  .  .  .T , so for m g C, m - d , ind l y T q m s ind l y T , thus s T ye w
 .s T is empty or locally connected.l e w
 .  .  .ii It is easy to prove that S T , . . . , T s S T , . . . , T ifP w w P w wr e 1 m e 1 m
` .  .  .w , . . . , w g H T q C T . In fact, if 0 g S T , . . . , T , then there is1 m P w wr e 1 m
 4 2  . 5 5a non-compact sequence f ; H T , f s 1, such thatk k
5 m U . 5 5 U 5  . T T f ª 0, thus T f ª 0 i s 1 . . . m, k ª ` , furthermoreis1 w w k w ki i i
fk
0UÃT . . . T ª 0 k ª ` . .. .w w1 m ..
0
 4 Note f [ 0 [ ??? [ 0 is also a non-compact sequence, so T , . . . ,k w1ÃU.  .T is not Fredholm, thus 0 g S T , . . . , T . Conversely, if 0 g Sw P w w Pm e 1 m e
 .  4 < < yT , . . . , T , then there is a sequence z ; D, z ª 1 , such thatw w k k1 m
 .  . ` .  .w z ª 0 i s 1, . . . , m, k ª ` by Theorem 1. Since w g H T q C T ,i k i
we have
UT C y w z C ª 0 k ª ` , .  .Ãw z i k zi k k
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5 U 5  . 5 m U . 5furthermore, T C ª 0 i s 1, . . . , m, k ª ` , and so  T T Cw z is1 w w zi k i i k
 4 m Uª 0. Clearly, C is not compact, hence  T T is not Fredholm, i.e.,z is1 w wk i i
 .0 g S T , . . . , T . Consequently,P w wr e 1 m
S T , . . . , T s S T , . . . , T . .  .P w w P w wr e 1 m e 1 m
3. INDEX OF A FREDHOLM TUPLE
 i t.It is well known that there is a d ) 0 such that index T s ywindw rew
` .  .for 1 y d - r - 1 if T is Fredholm, where w g H T q C T and wherew
 i t.   i t. 4wind w re is the winding number of the curve w re : 0 F t F 2p with
respect to the origin in the complex plane. Perhaps the following question
is interesting: For Fredholm tuples of Toeplitz operators with symbols in
` .  .H T q C T , how can one compute their Fredholm indices?
 . k  . m First let us consider an example. Suppose w z s z , w z s z m )1 2
.  .k ) 0 . Then T , T is a commuting tuple and both T and T arew w w w1 2 1 2
 .Fredholm, as is T , T , Clearly,w w1 2
yTw2 my k 2< 4Ker s 0 , Ker T , T s yz g [ g g g H T , . 4 . .w w1 2T /w1
yTw2 2<Im s yw g [ w g g g H T .  . 42 1T /w1
m k < 2s yz g [ z g g g H T . 4 .  .
It is easy to see that
yTw2 2 k 2dim Ker T , T rIm s dim H T ] z H T , .  . . .w w1 2 T / /w1
 . k 2 .and that Im T , T s z H T . This shows thatw w1 2
dim H 2 T rIm T , T s dim H 2 T ] z kH 2 T , .  .  . . . .w w1 2
 .and hence index T , T s 0.w w1 2
In this section we shall see that a Fredholm Toeplitz tuple with symbols
` .  .in H T q C T always has index zero.
Before discussing this topic further, we need more illustrations. For a
w xtuple of commuting operators T , if T is Fredholm, Curto 3 proved that
Ãind T s ind T ,
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Ãwhere T is the Curto operator defined as before. When T is a Fredholm
tuple of almost commuting operators, Curto defined the index of T as
Ãind T s ind T .
In the sequel, for an almost commuting tuple, the Fredholm index will
always be taken in Curto's sense.
` .  .  .LEMMA 1. Suppose w , . . . , w g H T n G 2 . If T , . . . , T is1 n w w1 n
 .Fredholm, then ind T , . . . , T s 0.w w1 n
 .Proof. Without loss of generality, assume n s 2. If T , T is Fred-w w1 2
holm, then there are « , r ) 0 such that
2
2< < < <w z ) « for z ) r ) .  .Ã i
is1
 .  <  . 4  .by Theorem 1. Set Z w , w s z g D w z s 0, i s 1, 2 , then Z w , wÃ1 2 i 1 2
 . ` .  .  4is a finite set by ) and w g H T . Suppose Z w , w s z , . . . , zi 1 2 1 N
and let
N z x y zi 1 i
p s y .  /< <z 1 y z xis1 i i 1
` .  .Then there are c , c g H T such that w s pc and Z c , c s B. By1 2 i i 1 2
 .) there are « , r ) 0 such thatÄ Ä
2 2Ã < <c z ) « for z ) r . . Ä Ä i
is1
Furthermore, there is a « ) 0 such that for any z g D,0
2 2Ãc z ) « . . i 0
is1
 .  .By the corona theorem, T , T is an invertible tuple, so ind T , T s 0.c c c c1 2 1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .Note T , T s T , T s T , 0 T , T , hence,w w pc pc p c c1 2 1 2 1 2
Ã Ã Ãind T , T s ind T , 0 qind T , T . .  .w w p c c1 2 1 2
T 0p
s ind s 0,U0 T /p
and the proof is complete.
` .  .  .THEOREM 3. Suppose w , . . . , w g H T q C T n G 2 . If1 n
 .T , . . . , T is Fredholm, thenw w1 n
ind T , . . . , T s 0. .w w1 n
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 <Proof. We still prove the theorem for the case n s 2. Since x c c gm
` ` .4  .  .  w x.H T is dense in H T q C T cf. 1 , there are x c , x c gm k m kk 1 k 21 2` .  .H T q C T such that
5 5w y x c ª 0 k ª `, i s 1, 2 . .`i m k ik ii
 .Hence, for k large enough, T , T is also Fredholm, andi x c x cm k m kk 1 k 21 2
 .  .  4ind T , T s ind T , T . Fix such a pair k , k and set m sw w x c x c 1 21 2 m k m kk 1 k 21 2
 4  .max m . Then T , T is also Fredholm. By Lemma1F iF 2 k x c x ci mym k mym kk 1 k 21 2 .  .2, ind T , T s 0, and so ind T T , T T sx c x c x c x x c xmy m k mym k m k m m k mk 1 k 2 k 1 k 21 2 1 2
 .  .ind T , T s 0. Furthermore, ind T , T s 0. The theo-x c x c w wmy m k mym k 1 2k 1 k 21 2rem follows.
Remarks.
 .  .i If w , . . . , w g C T , then we have a simpler proof of Theorem 3.1 n
Ã .  .ny 1 ny1In fact, in this case, w , . . . , w g C T is invertible in1 n 2 =2
Ã . w x  .ny 1 ny1C T . By the result in 10 , ind T , . . . , T s ind T sÃ2 =2 w w w , . . . , w .1 n 1 nÃ Ã  . .  .ywind det w , . . . , w . It is easy to prove that w , . . . , w s1 n 1 n
n 2 2 ny 1 Ã < < .  w x.   . . w cf. 11 . Hence wind det w , . . . , w s 0, and further-is1 i 1 n
 .more, ind T , . . . , T s 0.w w1 n
 .ii In the case of several complex variables, the analogue of Theorem
 .3 is false. For example, if T s T . . . T is the n-tuple of operatorsz z z1 n
consisting of multiplication by the respective coordinate functions on
2 .  .  .  w x.H S n G 2 , then ind T s y1 see Curto 3 .z
4. IN THE CASE OF BERGMAN SPACE
 .Let dA z be the area measure on D normalized so that the area of D
p . p .  .is 1, and let L D s L D, dA be the Bergman space on D p G 1 . Ita a
is well known that the behaviour of Toeplitz operators on Bergman spaces
may be quite different from that of the Toeplitz operators on Hardy
w xspaces. However, it is shown in 12 that Toeplitz operators with harmonic
symbols behave quite similarly to those on Hardy space. Sundberg conjec-
tured that the spectra of Toeplitz operators with harmonic symbols are
 w x. w xconnected cf. 13 . In 1988, D. H. Yu, S. H. Sun, and Z. G. Dai 14
studied the essential spectra of Toeplitz operators with symbols in$ $
` ` ` <  .  .4H T q C T , where H T q C T s w w g H T q C T . Their .  .  .  . Ã
result supports Sundberg's conjecture. In this section, we discuss the$
`Fredholmness of Toeplitz operator tuples with symbols in H T q C T . .  .
w xOur result extends the theorem in 14 .
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$
`  .THEOREM 4. Suppose w , . . . , w g H T q C T , then .Ã Ã1 n
< < <S T , . . . , T s w z , . . . , w z d - z - 1 . 4 .  . .Ã Ã . FP w w 1 nÃ Ãe 1 n
d)0
< < <Proof. Assume 0 g F w z , . . . , w z d - z - 1 , then there 4 .  . .Ã Ãd ) 0 1 n
 4 < < y  .  .is a sequence z ; D, z ª 1 , such that w z ª 0 i s 1, . . . , n .Ãk k i k
Without loss of generality, suppose z ª z g T and let w s f q g , f gk i i i i
U U` Ã .  . 5 5H T , g g C T , then T K s f z K , T K y g z K ª 0, .  .Ãi f z i k z g z i zÃi k k i k k
2  . 5 Uwhere K is the normalized reproducing kernel of L D , thus T Kz a w zÃ i kUU Ã5 5 5 5 . y w z K ª 0. Furthermore, T K ª 0, so T , . . . , T K [ .Ãi k z w z w w zÃ Ã Ãk i i 1 n k
.5  4  < <0 [ ??? [ 0 ª 0. Clearly, K is a non-compact sequence since z ªz kky.  .  .1 , hence T , . . . , T is not Fredholm, i.e., 0 g Sp T , . . . , T .w w e w wÃ Ã Ã Ã1 n 1 n
To prove the converse, assume
< < <0 g F w z , . . . , w z d - z - 1 . 4 .  . .Ã Ãd ) 0 1 n
Thus there are « , d ) 0 such that
n
2 < <w z ) « for z ) d . .Ã i
is1
` ` <  .4  .By the corona theorem and the density of x w w g H T in H T qm
 .  .`C T , we can see easily that 0 g s w , . . . , w , thus there areH T .qCT . 1 n
` .  .c , . . . , c g H T q C T such that1 n
n
w c s 1. i i
is1
n n Ã U .  .Since  T T s  T q K K is a compact operator , and w cÃÃ Ãis1 w c is1 w c i iÃ Ãi i i i$
U U .  .s w c s w c a.e. , where w is the nontangential boundary value ofÃi i i i
 w x. n n X$w, T is compact cf. 8 , furthermore,  T T s  T q KÃ Ã Ã Ãw c y is1 w c is1 w cÃ Ã Ãi i i i i iw ci iX X .  .K is compact s I q K , consequently, 0 g Sp T , . . . , T . This showse w wÃ Ã1 n
the theorem.
Remark. It is easy to prove that Theorem 4 is also true for any
` .  .w , . . . , w g H D q C D .1 n
$
`  .  .THEOREM 5. For any w , . . . , w g H T q C T n G 2 , if .Ã Ã1 n
 .T , . . . , T is Fredholm, thenw wÃ Ã1 n
ind T , . . . , T s 0. .w wÃ Ã1 n
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.
w xRemark. R. E. Curto 3 proved that Fredholm n-tuples whose compo-
nents have self-commutators in the trace class have index equal to zero. It
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is true that Theorems 3 and 5 show that the ``trace-class self-commutator''
w xcondition used in 3 can be lifted for the class of Toeplitz operators with
symbols in H` q C.
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